Influence of equilibrium approach as design parameter in GS plant based on H2S-H2O isotopic exchange for heavy water production is studied.
INTRODUCTION
Heavy water can be withdrawn from natural water by concentrating deuterium from 0.015% to 10-20% D/(D+H) using the GS process, based on the isotope exchange at dual temperature between water and hydrogen sulphide:
H2O(1)+HDS(g)_??_12HDO(1)+H2S(g).
(1) R(%)=(1-ƒÀh/ƒÀc)•~100.
In fact this withdrawal cannot be reached by two reasons(4):
( 
II. DATA REGARDING GS PLANT DESIGN MODEL
The modelling programme refers to a GS plant with two stages, each of the first stages having cold-hot superposed columns, and the second stage having a single cold and hot column separated between them.
Any configuration of the separation stages coupling, coupling on the liquid phase, on the gaseous phase or on both phases, may be chosen in modelling. Also may be chosen for modelling the plant configuration with traditional feeding only in the cold column, with additional feeding in the hot column (hot-cold feeding) and with feeding only in the hot column. In this way, the simulation allows the investigation of nine distinct GS plant configurations for the heavy water separation.
For each plant configuration flowsheet there is looking for the optimal solution of dimensions and operation's parameters using the Complex method(7), modified for a faster convergence to the optimum and adapted to the specific of an isotope separation plant in the view of realizing the material balance closing, including the isotopical ones with an accuracy better than 0.01%. The objective function of the optimization may be chosen of technical nature as the minimum plant volume, the minimum energy consumption, etc., or of economic nature-the specific cost of heavy water.
Because an industrial plant requires high economic efficiency, the economic criterion of D2O cost minimization stands to reason. The vector of the parameters which have an optimum at a GS plant is composed of 10 compo- (Fig. 2, point 5s) . The simulation model which described the separation process by isotopic exchange between water and hydrogen sulfide contains the followings equations:
-global mass balance (4) and balances for hydrogen sulfide in flows (5) on mass transfer zones, absorber, humidifier, dehumidifier and stripper in each separation stage:
-isotopic balances on isotopic transfer sections of each hot or cold column, in first and second stages:
-equations which describe isotopic transfer on each tray of the columns isotopic sections: (i) the isotopic balance on the current "n"-th tray:
(ii) equations for the equilibrium lines in each mass transfer sections:
(iii) deuterium isotopic exchange efficiency for each mass transfer sections:
When is studied the influence of only one single parameter, (e.g. the ratio of liquid to gas flow in each stage) upon the plant's optimum operation it was used the modified Fibonacci method (also, named the method of gold section)(7)(8) to find the optimal value for parameter.
The relation between successive intervals to find the optimal value for parameter is given by relation:
where s is a constant, real and positive, s= 0.618033989, root of equation s=1-s2.
The efficiency of gold section method, as number of iteration during optimum attainment is greater as efficiency of Fibonacci method, the ratio of reduction for initial interval after the same number of interations being: (11) where (12 The specific consumption of thermic and electric energy and of process water for feeding the GS plant has a downward rate (Figs. 5 and 6) with the increase of the equilibrium approach value. It is observed a high specific consumption of thermic energy at the heavy water in comparison with other products of the chemical industry and the necessity of a great water availability, more than 36Mg process water for 1kg D2O.
In Fig. 7 there is shown the existence of a minimum for the specific cost of heavy water in the case of a plant operating at an equilibrium approach of about 98.5%, that doesn't agree with the minimum of the plant volume. The cost of the heavy water depends upon the level of energy costs, rough material and of the investment for the factory. In the case of a plant with double feeding (hot-cold column) the minimum cost of the product is different for each weight of the secondary feeding in the hot column compared with the maximum feeding from the cold column (Fig. 8) . Every point represents the optimum for the cost given by the plant and is the result of a vector determination with 10 parameters. As it can be seen, the cost obtained for a plant with double feeding is lower than that given by a traditional plant.
In Fig. 9 there is shown in each case, the value of the optimal equilibrium approach. It is significant the fact that the optimum of the heavy water cost is obtained at unequal values for the three equilibrium approaches which constitutes the plant's design parameters.
The deuterium withdrawal from the process water (Fig. 10) reaches for a classical optimized plant, which has not a secondary feeding, 18.25% (Fig. 10, position 0% ). It decreases in the case of the plant's optimum 
